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How the science of genetics has prevented many    
wonderful budgerigar varieties from being developed, 
and how I hope to develop the world’s first PINK    
budgie. 

 
For over 80 years budgie breeders have ensured that almost every colour or variety of budgerigar is 
based on one single gene mutation. Breeders of the vast majority of other animals, however, did not do 
this – they just selected bit-by-bit improvements, to create ever-prettier animals without trying to work out 
the underlying genetic mechanisms. You can strongly argue that the results for this bit–by-bit system 
have far exceeded the results from the single gene mutation system that we budgie people use. Just look 
at ornamental chicken varieties alone. 
 

Chickens, ducks, cattle, goldfish, dogs, canaries, pigeons, etc were developed by selecting for            
ever-prettier or more precise patterns and colours. In general this happened before Mendel’s laws of 
heredity were rediscovered and used. Mendel’s systems have helped budgie breeders enormously, but 
they have also very significantly hindered the creation of more beautiful varieties and colours as well. 
 

The very few non-gene budgerigar varieties are: Clearwings and Blackeyed Yellows and Whites, both 
developed by one renegade, Harold Peir from Peakhurst in Sydney. One could also argue that the     
Darkwing, being a modified Blackeye, is also a non-gene variety (a Darkwing Dilute looks like a Greywing 
– it only takes on the clearbody appearance when combined with a Blackeye which is a gene modifier 
based variety). My guess is that the Darkwing mutation hung around undiscovered for many years,    
producing messy greywing-like birds (when combined with dilutes, greywings etc) until one day, Darkwing 
and Blackeyed yellow were unintentionally combined to produce the world’s first Clearbody. 
 

Think about it, the bit-by-bit system was used in budgies to breed ever bigger spots, ever longer masks 
and so on. Just selecting for slightly better birds each generation produces huge gains over time. But, in 
general we did not use this technique to develop new colours and varieties. Only Harold Peir, the inventor 
of the clearwing and blackeye was brave and creative enough to use this method in developing varieties 

and colours. 

You may well ask does it really matter if we just use the 
‘Gene-Only’ system for creating new colours and varie-
ties? Well I believe that this system has severely limited 
our range of budgerigar patterns and colours.  
 

Recent research on the budgerigar genome by         
Ganapathy et al, points to budgies having about 16,000 
genes (as against our human quota of about 19,000 

genes). If genes determine every detail, then these are hopelessly inadequate numbers of genes to   
enable us to create the fabulous budgerigar varieties and colours of the future. They are also hopelessly 
inadequate to produce a human being. 
 

For instance, my new work on dominant pied patterns has helped me to estimate that there are probably 
many more than a thousand different hereditary micro-patterns at work: little variations on the major  
patterns like banded, winged & rumped pieds. Even in banded pieds alone, there are thin bands and 
dozens of increasingly thicker bands until you get almost a full white or yellow front. Then there are   
chevron bands that look like army stripes (IE a ‘V’ shaped band) or a diamond-shaped band. There are 
crooked bands in hundreds of shapes too. And there are double bands in hundreds of configurations as 
well as a hundred types of winged pieds, and probably a thousand types of rumped pieds. There are 
dozens and dozens of collared pied types and the newer ones of cheek patch pieds and spot-free 
masked pieds. And many, many more. All appear to have a solid hereditary basis, even if they do not 
segregate as neatly as Mendel’s genes did. 

Clearwing budgerigars are modified greywings, not 
a separate mutation. 
This is a man-made variety made by Harold Peir 
selecting for ever-clearer wing colour and          
ever-darker body colour in Australian greywings. 
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All of these above patterns and micro-patterns are hereditary. 
I can confirm that no two pieds have identical markings, so if separate genes are involved in each detail 
of each micro-pattern, then we could have over 10,000 genes for pied patterns alone….yet there are 
supposed to be only a total of 16,000 budgerigar genes all up?  
 
There are probably hundreds of hereditary micro patterns and marking colours on the wings of        
clearwings and blackeyed yellows and whites. Similar numbers apply to spangle markings and crest 
types. Hereditary patterns which control feather length and width would also number in the hundreds. 
Then there are hundreds of spot shapes and sizes. Feet colours come in scores of hues. Beak shape 
and length varies enormously, as does the overall size of each bird….and on and on it goes. 
 
Internally, birds differ even more. Bones and joints, internal chemistry and musculature differ from bird to 
bird as does width of shoulders etc, etc. In feathering, there are birds with floppy, useless bastard wings 
(ala spurias), fluffy, obstructed vents, long tails and flights, plus messy secondaries - again all of these 
are hereditary and all vary slightly from bird to bird. Disease resistance and susceptibility genes number 
in their hundreds too. 
 
Physical co-ordination varies from bird to bird and these micro-variations too are all hereditary.  

 

Surely by now it must be clear that genes are not the 
main game in either evolution or the domestication of 
animals.              
 
So what is? What on earth can produce the hundreds of 
thousands of subtle variations in each animal? Yes, gene 
mutations play a part, but they are clearly not the main 
game.  
 
Genes are rather rigid, inflexible controls that normally   
produce major, uniform results: e.g. they change a green 
budgie to a blue budgie. They also change a normal budgie 
to a dilute or a cinnamonwing, and so on. Mostly, genes 
make big, precise and predictable changes. 
 
But in nature and with exhibition breeding, most desirable or 
undesirable effects involve continuous, microscopically small 

changes. Sort of like winding the sound up or down on the car radio. So maybe something winds the 
genes up or down. Something that creates smooth acceleration of change.  

 

This row of banded pied 
variants shows the huge 
range of heritable band 
types: from wide band to 
one with a diamond shape 
in the middle (3rd from left). 

This baby has floppy Bastard wings (ala spurias). 
These are the droopy black feathers hanging at the 
front of the wings immediately above its feet.        
Hereditary mechanisms control this. 
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Contrary to what Mendel discovered, this would produce blending inheritance. Big mated to little would 
produce middle-sized. Then, unlike Mendel’s genes, in subsequent generations the sizes would not 
segregate back into big or little again at all. What would happen is that a vast range of new intermediate 
sizes would appear. This is exactly what happens in real life. 
 
This is also exactly what happens with skin colour in humans. Black mated to white produces            
mid-range coffee coloured kids. And these kids in turn produce limitless skin colour shades over the 
generations ahead. They do not segregate back into black and white.  

 
So, in evolution, as the Earth  gradually changes, the animals   gradually change as well. If a brown 
bear  suddenly changed from brown to white, it would probably die, since it would stand out like a sore 
thumb against the forest.   

Cooling of the planet to produce       
permanent snow during natural  climate  
evolution takes tens of   thousands of 
years. Bears that gradually produce a 
slightly lighter coat each generation 
would do very well indeed during these 
glacially slow processes.  
 
This is the method of origin of the Polar 
Bear: rather than one immediate      
catastrophic white mutation. 
 
Gene volume controls 
 
Only gene volume controls can do this 
sort of thing. And gene   volume controls 

do exist and they are very common indeed. These are often bits of DNA that are not themselves genes, 
but they do control genes, turning them on or off, up or down.  

Think about it: something turns your growth on at conception and 
turns it off around the age of 18 or so. And almost every human is a 
slightly different height to anyone else. 
  
The difference in the face and snout of dogs, from pointy-nosed 
borzois and greyhounds to the bony, melon-shaped face of an  
English Bull Terrier, to the squashed-in face of a British Bulldog are 
not due to gene mutations. These huge changes are created by the 
gene volume controls acting on one basic face shape gene. In this 
case, the bits of DNA that control Face shape are called Tandem 
Repeats. These are repeated bits of “nonsense” DNA: AAGT, 
AAGT, AAGT, AAGT, AAGT repeated again and again. The more or 
less of these repeated elements, the   shorter or longer the snout: 
you get almost limitless variation, without any new gene mutations 
at all. 

This Blackeyed White has near 
perfect colour…But he is, at base 
a dilute, his exquisite colour is 
caused by many, many gene 
modifiers 

This is an intense, reddish violet clearwing budgerigar baby. 
Just out of the nest. His breathtakingly perfect colour is ALL due 
to gene modifiers. 
He has perfectly clear wings, no spots on his mask, and darker 
body colour than a normal violet. 
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These tandem repeats are what is often used to determine parentage in humans and animals since 
each animal has its own unique signature of repeated bits of DNA. These repeats are also used to   
identify and convict criminals.  
 
Genes can also be turned off by a process called Methylation, which involves the tacking of a CH3 
group onto one of the gene’s bases (either cytosine or adenine).  
 
Sometimes animals have extra copies of different forms of one gene. These un-natural, extra genes can 
even come from hybridising with other species. Many humans have extra Neanderthal genes from   
hybridising with this archaic species thousands of years ago, and science has shown that the two 
groups of genes act in concert to produce good or bad results. 
 
There are other gene regulators such as microRNAs which are neither genes nor part of the DNA. 
These are RNA molecules that also regulate gene expression. 
 
Gene regulators of one sort or another are the basis of breeding winners in any competition animal      
(or plant). They drive variation and allow for exquisitely precise control of progeny while permitting    
enormous flexibility as well. They mutate at about 100,000 times the rate of the genes and can be    
rapidly assembled for fast, radical changes of any animal when needed. Although each tiny regulator 
only makes a very small change, you have hundreds or even thousands of them acting together on each 
gene. If enough of the regulators change, massive changes occur quite rapidly. 
 
Genes occupy only about 2-3% of the DNA, but 80% of the DNA is active (see ‘Encode’ project       
research), presumably mostly regulating or otherwise altering the effects of the genes. 
 
Thus, the ancient, humble dog, horse and goldfish breeders of Europe and Asia who worked out the    
bit-by-bit system of animal and plant selection over the last few thousand years were arguably more on 
the right track than Gregor Mendel was. Constantly selecting for slight improvements each generation 
produced almost all of the varieties and improvements in our dogs, cats, budgies, horses, cattle,      
goldfish, wheat, rice, apples, pears, mangoes, cherries, lettuce, carrots, corn, tomatoes and most      
man-made plants or animal types. 
 
One can argue that, useful as the science of genetics has been for budgie breeders, it has also limited 
the success and creative reach of budgie breeding considerably. 
 
So many of the breathtakingly beautiful varieties of animals are modifier-based, not gene-based. 
 
Consider this, almost all pigeon, chicken, dog, cat, goldfish and koi carp colours and varieties are made 
mostly from gene modifiers. Many different chicken varieties are made from the same genes: Spangled, 
Pencilled and Lacewing chicken varieties are made from the same basic set of genes. It is the gene 
modifiers that have made the key differences between these varieties. These modifiers are sadly absent 
from the chicken genetics books. 
 
The clearwing budgerigar is arguably the most beautiful budgerigar variety of all. Both the exquisite wing 
colour and the deep body colour is the product of modifiers; modifiers that were bent to serve a vision 
that Harold Peir had of a Royal Blue and White budgie. Clearwings are the product of the human mind, 
not of a particular gene mutation. 
 
Similarly, the Blackeyed Yellow & White are creations of the human mind (so much so that Blackeyes 
are shown in a different ANBC class to Dilutes, even though dilute is the base mutation for a Blackeye). 
 
Recent work by budgie breeders in Australia has seen the spangle modified into Melanistic (Grizzle) and 
Cleartail sub-varieties. Even the “straight” spangle is a man-manipulated appearance of this basic    
mutation.  
 
 
The Red Cap Oranda Goldfish is the result of an       unknown breeding genius (or perhaps a group of     
people) somewhere in China. It is not caused by one single gene mutation. Somehow a white-spotted 
red goldfish was turned into a reproducible red-capped one, AND a warty head crest was added in ex-
actly the same area for emphasis. Now, this fish has a 3D red hat on its head!  
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On top of that, the   Oranda has a fully divided double 
veil tail, plus a severe hunch back to make the fish look 
more chunky. Mendel’s theories could never produce 
this nor can they produce winning budgies on the show 
bench. They just produce a basic mutation. 

 
How many other dreams are waiting for the vision of a great breeder to create? I believe that it would be 
relatively easy to create a White-Faced Green from selecting from existing White Cap Greens. Most 
White Caps have areas of white around their cheek patches and spots. Surely someone can select for 
ever more white on the mask, until the whole face: mask, cap, the lot, is white. Whoever does that will 
become a legend in the budgie world: budgie breeders have long dreamed of producing a white-faced 
green.  And it can be done. 
 
 
I am working on another Dream. I want to produce the world’s first PINK budgie. I might fail, but it might 
just work. And I will do it without any new mutation whatsoever. I found some very reddish-purple 
heritage violet budgies and diluted their colour with various genes: Texas clearbody, fallow, clearwing, 
dilute, cinnamonwing, opaline and spangle, to see if any of them left me with a Pinkish colour. Some did. 

 
Interestingly none other than Cyril Rogers 
in his book ‘World of Budgerigars’       
published in 1981 said:  
 
“Among the early exhibitors of the Visual    
Violets were….and F. Garvey. It was this 
latter exhibitor who possessed the most 
brilliant and richly coloured strain of    
Violets in the country (UK). Garvey’s birds 
were well known for their beautiful pinkish 
tone of violet and no-one else seemed to 
be able to produce this colour unless they 
had birds that came actually from the 
Garvey strain. It is now a considerable 
time since any bird of this particularly 
rosy violet colour have been seen on 
view at the shows as the birds seen at 
the present time are of a more bluish 
violet shade. This could mean that birds 
of the Garvey strain have faded out, or 
there may still exist remnants of the strain 

in some  decorative aviaries where birds are not exhibited. ….All varieties of visual Violet birds are    
undoubtedly very handsome and exceedingly colourful, two of the most striking forms I have seen are the 
Cinnamon Violet Cobalt and the Opaline Cinnamon Violet Cobalt. In both instances, the addition of the 
Cinnamon character gives the birds a beautiful, soft, warm, rose-tinted, violet shade, which is set off 
to  perfection by their rich cinnamon markings.” 

This is a Red Cap Oranda goldfish. Perhaps this is 
mankind’s greatest ever breeding triumph – mostly 
accomplished by using gene modifiers over some 
hundreds of years by very gifted Chinese breeders 

If you look at the White Cap green on 
the left closely, you will notice that it 
has white feather tips around its cheek 
patches and spots. Surely a talented 
and dedicated breeder could select for 
more and more white on the mask 
until a White Faced green is achieved. 
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It is clear that the potential for Amethyst and eventually Pink budgies has been noticed long ago.  
Violets first appeared in Europe in the 1920s, so presumably by the use of the phrase “early exhibitors” 
Cyril means around the 1930s and 1940s, perhaps the 1950s at the latest. The Amethyst has laid 
dormant for perhaps 60 years or so.  It is long overdue to carry on the work of the early pioneers of 
reddish or pinkish Violets and their cinnamon derivatives. 
 
I am quite confident that bit-by-bit selection for  ever-deeper yellow colour in lutinos could produce an 
orange coloured lutino over time.  

Back in the 1960s, Sydney breeder Dave Pogson 
produced very intensely-coloured lutinos that were 
actually a light orange. I purchased his deepest  
coloured pair and line bred from them for             
ever deeper colour. The end result was clear orange 
lutinos, but breeders of that time said “But, lutinos 
are supposed to be yellow!”. So orange lutinos sadly 
died out. 
 
Nonetheless, I suspect that the science behind my 
scheme to create the world’s first pink budgie might 
be good. I have now begun a journey: only time will 
tell whether or not I will join Harold Peir as another 

dreamer who developed a beautiful new budgerigar variety. If I fail to achieve a clearly pink colour, at 
least I will have tried. 
…And I haven’t had so much fun in years.                                                           2/1/2018 © Don Burke 
 

This is a pinkish-lavender budgerigar cock: it is 
genetically a cinnamonwing clearwing intense, 
reddish violet budgie. The Australian Heritage 
Budgerigar Association has decided to call this 
colour Amethyst since it is identical to the colour 
of this precious stone. 
Surely most breeders can see the pink in this 
beautiful bird. Over the years ahead, we will try to 
select for ever-pinker birds. One day, we hope to 
develop a pink budgie from these birds 
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Report on 2018 BCV “Harry Eady”  
Adult Bird State Championship Show 

 
The first Shield competition for the year commenced with many exhibitors and clubs hoping for 
good results. This was the second event held at the new venue and a change in configuration 
to better suit the lighting meant some confusion for exhibitors in the beginning but eventually 
the show got underway. 
 
When all entries had been received there were 844 exhibits entered from only 14 clubs. This 
meant that there were two less clubs (down 13%) compared to the previous year and a        
decrease of 8 birds or 1% occurred. This meant that this year’s Adult Bird Shield was in fact 
one of the biggest turnouts in recent years. 
 
Comparing like-for-like by looking at the average birds entered per club and the average birds 
entered per class, saw the average birds per class decreased slightly (30 versus 33), and the 
average birds per club increased from last year (60 against 53). It is good to see that the     
average birds entered per club climbing as we add more classes and the special Beginner / 
Intermediate awards section. 
 
The table below shows the last 5 years history of the Adult Bird State Championship; 
 

 
 
With 28 exhibits entered in the Australian Goldenfaced Normal (Single and Double Factor), it is 
proving to be a popular variety as more breeders attempt to breed them. With the number of 
Australian Goldenfaced birds becoming more readily available, it now being a permanent     
National Class and a number of breeders taking on this wonderful variety, I am sure that the 
Young Bird Shield will see a significant increase in entries to go with the increased quality we 
are seeing on the bench. We have seen steady growth in numbers in this new class since 
points were awarded for clubs and exhibitors as clubs challenging for the Shield need to fill all 
varieties. 
 
Also, the Dark Eyed Clear class is also starting to see more numbers and breeders benching 
birds, especially since club points were attached to this class. Hopefully, we continue to see 
growth in this variety and a few extra exhibitors starting breeding one of our newest varieties as 
clubs now ensure this variety is covered to enable points to be gained. 
 
The very popular new variety on our Show bench, Whitecaps are gaining momentum and    
becoming popular. They are easier to breed than Dark Eyed Clears and being a dominant   
variety, we should see improved numbers at future competitions. Also, some strong quality 
birds have been seen that have attracted the eye of judges and exhibitors alike.  
 
As mentioned earlier, the two less clubs participated in this year’s Adult Bird State            
Championship when compared to last year and the number of exhibits decreased by 8 entries 

 

Year Birds Entered Clubs Entered No. of Classes Ave per Class Ave per Club 

2014 826 16 26 32 52 

2015 765 13 26 29 59 

2016 869 16 26 33 54 

2017 852 16 27 33 53 

2018 844 14 28 30 60 
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from 852 to 844. With such a large number of birds to be benched, the new club  setup   
policy worked well, although a few extra helpers in cleaning the floor and packing the trailer 
at the end of the day wouldn’t go astray! In the future, no clubs or exhibitors will be allowed 
to leave the hall until the trailer is fully packed – this might encourage a few more helpers 
with the loading of the trailer instead of just standing around chatting and  complaining that 
they want to leave. 
 
The change to clubs nominating stewards is proving to be a good idea as some clubs are 
ensuring that Beginner and Intermediate members are being nominated, although we were 
still a couple of stewards short and were saved by a couple of judges having multiple     
classes. This is the perfect opportunity to understand the reasons for judges making their 
decisions and gain a better understanding of what attributes a judge is looking for in an  
exhibition budgerigar. The role of steward can be anyone from a raw beginner to a      
Champion exhibitor, so instead of just watching at the next Shield, participate through     
becoming a steward and who knows … you might also learn something in the process!   
Multiple stewards being nominated from each club is to be encouraged and a number of 
new Beginner members who were worried about stewarding found the experience very   
enjoyable and an eye opening learning experience. 
 
As the early classes were completed it was clear that the same clubs who finished in the top 
5 were not going to finish in the top 5 again this year. Last year’s winner and runner-up 
(Melton and United) were again well ahead of the chasing pack and having a ding-dong 
battle for title rights. At last year’s Adult Bird Shield, there was a difference of 241 points 
between 1st and 3rd and this gap narrowed dramatically to 110 points the difference. It shows 
that the chasing pack are gaining ground on the two leading clubs at the Adult Bird State 
Championship show. 
 
United eventually ran out winners, to reclaim the crown, in a very tight tussle by a slim    
margin of 18 points with 700 points (down by 44 on last year). Melton finished second on 
682 points (down by 67 on last year) and then there was a gap of 92 points to third placed 
Baw Baw on 590 points (a massive increase of 278 points and a huge jump of 7 places from 
last year). There was then a gap of only 14 points to fourth placed Dandenong on 576 points 
who beat Eastern Districts by a margin of 22 points. Interestingly of the top 5 clubs this year, 
only three finished in the Top 5 last year. 
 
Competition was close between many of the lower placings after 5th place. Only 15 points 
separated Riverina and Bendigoin 8th and 9th places into 5th place and then only 8 points 
was the gap between Glenroy and Gippsland in 11th and 12th places respectively. Even the 
wooden spoon fight went down to the wire with only a single point separating Nepean and 
Mountain Districts in 13th and 14th place. It just goes to show what difference just one extra 
bird or filling one extra variety would make to where your team finishes. 
 
To all those clubs striving to improve your results at the State Championship Show, keep up 
the good work, it is obviously starting to take effect. The big question is can another club 
challenge the top two clubs in Melton and United at the next Adult Bird or even at the Young 
Bird State Championship show? We will have to wait and see. 
 
An interesting observation was that there were quite a few changes in positions and some 
significant improvements by a number of clubs and points scored compared to last year’s 
Adult Bird State Championship Show. Four clubs had material drops in points (United down 
44 points, Melton down 67 points, Riverina down 45 points and Geelong down 60 points). A 
number of clubs had increases worth mentioning, namely Baw Baw (up 278 points),       
Dandenong (up 139 points), Eastern Districts (up 132 points) and Glenroy (up 135 points). A 
couple of clubs moved up multiple positions, namely Baw Baw from 10th to 3rd and Glenroy 
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from 15th to 11th. Three clubs dropped more than one place, namely Western Suburbs (down 
3 places), Riverina (down 3 places) and Geelong (down 2 places). Top 6 clubs and changes 
to positions and / or points are as follows; 
 

 
 
 
As can be seen from the above table, the clubs in the top 6 had only 1 change (Baw Baw   
replacing Riverina) but many movements. 
 
The Best Bird in Show went to the Opaline class winner, exhibited by Bader & Turnbull, with 
the Reserve Bird in Show going to the Green class winner exhibited by L Richardson. 
 
Special mention needs to go to the following exhibitors; 

• 4 multiple class wins; 

• P Thurn (Blue, Spangle Double Factor, Fallow & Spangle Normal) 

• 3 multiple class wins; 

• Rowe Brothers (Greygreen, Goldenfaced & Dark Eyed Clear) 

• 2 multiple class wins; 

• R Stephens (Violet & Albino) 

• V Murray (Dilute & Clearwing) 

• J Kruisellbrink (Crest & Hens) 

• 1st and 2nd in a class; 

• W Cachia (Grey) 

• Rowe Brothers (Golden Faced & Dark Eyed Clear) 
 
The unlucky exhibitors on the day with multiple second placings, although one also managed 
to win a few classes. The exhibitors with multiple second placings are as follows; 

• A Baxter (Green & Greywing) 

• Rowe Brothers (Golden Faced & Dark Eyed Clear) 
 
Some interesting changes in numbers of birds entered for some classes compared to the 
2017 Adult Bird State Championship occurred as follows; 
 
 
Keeping in mind that the total number of birds decreased by 1%, there were some interesting 
changes as per below. 
 

Club Position / Rank Total Points     

 2018 2017 Change 2018 2017 Change 

United 1 2 +1 700 744 -44 

Melton 2 1 -1 682 749 -1 

Baw Baw 3 10 +7 590 312 +278 

Dandenong 4 4 0 576 437 +139 

Eastern Districts 5 6 +1 554 422 +132 

Western Suburbs 6 3 -3 513 508 +5 
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Photos of all class winners were taken on the day with the usual mix of good and bad shots 
as is the nature of livestock photography. As the photographer, I would have expected a few 
better behaved Adult birds due to their age but unfortunately this was not the case! 
 
The State Championship Show would not be a success without the assistance of many    
people. Thanks to our Show Manager, Leigh Downey, the unsung heroes of the               
administration team, all of the judges, stewards and exhibitors for being part of another    
successful State Championship Show. Many of these people go unnoticed but we could not 
have the State Championship Show the success it is without their help – thanks again! 
 
Remember that in the   future we 
need to heed the saying “many 
hands make light work”, so at the 
next State Championship Show 
don’t just stand around 
“supervising” – pitch in and help 
pack the staging away. Clubs will 
now be rostered onto clean-up 
duties as we no longer have a 
cleaner willing to sweep up all of 
our seed from the floor. 
 
All of the trophies for the Shield 
were, once again, supplied by 
Kingston Trophies at reasonable 
prices to support the BCV. Please 
support Kingston Trophies to 
show appreciation of what they 
are doing for the fancy in Victoria. 
 
Rod Turnbull 
Secretary 
BCV State Championship  

Class 2018 Entries 2017 Entries Change Number Change % 

Violet 24 16 +8 +50% 

Cinnamon 36 46 -10 -22% 

Lacewing 31 25 +6 +24% 

Crest 23 19 +4 +21% 

Dark Eyed Clear 15 10 +5 +50% 

 
 

2018 Bendigo Diploma Show  
 

Best Adult Bird & Opp. Sex Best in Show 
 

Bred by:  Robin Kirby 
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Report on 2018 Adult State Championship Show                             
- Beginner & Intermediate Awards - 

Similar to when you pick a cock bird out of the 
aviary that you want to pair with a certain hen 
bird, sometimes it takes some time before 
they are both in condition to put in the    
breeding cage. The promotion of Beginner 
and Intermediate exhibitors at a major show 
leading to   reward and  encouragement for 
their participation has also taken some time to 
come to  fruition. The second   iteration of the 
Adult Bird State Championship meant that 
more exhibitors from the Beginner Section 
could participate due to time in the hobby. 
 

Most clubs are now used to the entry         
procedure for Beginner/Intermediate birds but 
just a reminder - if the Beginner / Intermediate 
birds are in the  selected 3 club birds, then no 
additional entry is required. You must identify 
these birds as  Beginner/Intermediate exhibi-
tor birds to ensure they are included in the 
special awards. 
 

Out of the total of 844 birds at the UBC 
Shield, there were 62 Beginner birds entered 
and 180  Intermediate birds entered. This was 
a fantastic achievement and based on the 

excitement and energy shown by these      
exhibitors, the BCV Council will continue    
including the format in future events. 
 

It is so rewarding to see winners of the special 
medals proudly displaying them after the show 
and also via social media. This just shows the 
amount of enthusiasm that this special award 
has generated. 
 

Unfortunately, there was one award given to 
the wrong winner – this will be rectified at the 
Young Bird State Championship show.      
Apologies for the oversight - in future the BCV      
Secretary will read awards more slowly. 
 

Thanks to all those who assisted in making 
this a memorable day for many Beginner and 
Intermediate exhibitors. Good luck with    
breeding champion babies from those adult 
birds! 
 

Rod Turnbull,  
BCV Shield Secretary 

2018 Adult Bird State Championship 
 

Best Intermediate Bird in Show 
 

Bred by: M. Huth 

2018 Adult Bird State Championship 
 

Best Beginner Bird in Show 
 

Bred by: C. Ross 
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Results for the Beginner and Intermediate sectional awards are as follows; 

R Simmonds 
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2018 Bendigo  Diploma Show 
 

Champion Bird & Diploma Winner 
 

Bred by: Ray Slade

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Opposite Sex to Supreme Bird in Show 
 

Bred by: Ray Slade

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Open Section  -  Best Adult 
 

Bred by: Rae Nelson

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Champion Section  -  Best Young Bird 
 

Bred by: Wayne Cachia
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The Judge’s Reports on the birds at the 2018 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield 
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The Judge’s Reports on the birds at the 2018 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield 
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The Judge’s Reports on the birds at the 2018 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield 
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The Judge’s Reports on the birds at the 2018 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield 
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The Judge’s Reports on the birds at the 2018 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield 
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The Judge’s Reports on the birds at the 2018 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield 
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The Judge’s Reports on the birds at the 2018 “Harry Eady” Adult Shield 

Photos courtesy of Rod Turnbull 
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Borg & Skivington 
 

Top quality Budgerigars available from our  
English and German bloodlines. 

varieties include:-  
Normal, Opaline, Cinnamon, Recessive Pieds,  Spangle,  Lacewing,           

Australian & English Yellowface, Australian Whitecaps 
All enquiries 

 
Anthony (03) 8838 8555 or Rod (03) 9752 5571 

                   Diploma & UBC Shows / Auction Dates for 2018 

Warragaul Exhibition Hall 
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2018 Adult Bird State Championship 
 

Best Beginner Opp. Sex Bird in Show 
 

Bred by: R. Simmons  

2018 Adult Bird State Championship 
 

Best Intermediate Opp. Sex  Bird in Show 
 

Bred by: R. Kirby 
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Note from the Secretary 
 

Hello Members, 
 

We have had a busy start to the year – and its set to continue!! 
 

The Adult Bird State Championship Show was another great success – plenty of good birds on display 
and it was really pleasing to see so many people out and about and catching up with friends new and old 
after the Christmas break and start of the new year. The New Venue was again very good for the staging 
of one of our three Premier events with a slight change in the staging layout aiding the judges with better 
lighting based on the angle of the staging and a great area to judge the finals.  
 

A very good change was having our President Colin Flanagan present to all members prior to the 
Presentation of awards with an update on BCV activities and focus for this Calendar year and including a 
10 minute open question and answer session afterwards.  
 

Can I just say thank you to everyone who assisted on the day and made the event the success that it 
was. 
 

We are not far away from Club Selection days for THE Premier Event on our Show Calendar – The 
Young Bird State Championship! 
 

I hope  your  preparation is going well and  you are timing  your runs  with your  birds  conditioning to        
perfection – it’s a big time with Club Selection, State Selection and then the National Show coming up in 
May at Penrith, NSW.  
 

We have had some very good birds winning at Club Championship Shows and being awarded the    
Diploma Certificates since the start of the 2018 Show Season which should see us with a great Team for 
the Nationals. 
 

If I could articulate one thing in 
this short Secretary’s message 
that would be to PLEASE get 
your 2019 Ring Orders in before 
the end of April with your Clubs. 
We really want to make sure 
that this gets done to ensure no 
one has to pay the Late Order 
Fee being imposed by the Ring 
Supplier. Remember – orders to 
be in by the end of this month 
based on the Ring Order being 
finalized in May for the Order to 
be Co-ordinated for all Zones by 
the ANBC.  
 

I wish every member and every 
club success at the upcoming 
Young Bird State Champion-
ships. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
James 
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                              2018 Colac Diploma Show Winners 
         

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Supreme Bird in Show 
 

Bred by: R. Slade 

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Supreme Young Bird in Show 
(Diploma) 

 
Bred by: R. Wilson 

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Supreme Opp. Sex Bird in Show 
 

Bred by: R. Slade 

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Supreme Young Opp. Sex in Show 
 

Bred by: W. Cachia 
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                              2018 Melton Diploma Show Winners 

2018 Melton Diploma Show 
 

Supreme Young Bird in Show 
(Diploma) 

 
Bred by: I. Hunter 

2018 Melton Diploma Show 
 

Grand Champion Bird  in Show 
 
 

Bred by: H. Kamel 

2018 Melton Diploma Show 
 

Supreme UBC in Show 
 

Bred by: L. Gusman 

2018 Melton Diploma Show 
 

Best Young Bird - Beginner Section 
 

Bred by: S. Tartaglia 
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Mario The Cage Man  
 

                       Cages to suit for breeding budgies  
                             & suitable for young birds. 

 

For more information call Mario  PH: 0416 929 344 
 

6 LECKIE DRIVE,  
ALBANVALE VIC 3021 

 
 

Birds always wanted, price negotiable. 
 

Showcages are now also available. 

2018 Colac Diploma Show 
 

Best Young Bird  - Beginner  Section 
 

Bred by: Nash Beniamin 

2018 Eastern Interclub Show 
 

5th Best Bird   
 

Bred by: Lloyd Richardson 
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Toolkit for distinguishing  
Normal  Spangle from Opaline Spangle 

By Jamie Wright 
 
There are four key areas of the Spangle that can assist in determining if it’s Normal or Opaline.  
Some are common sense, but some are specific to the Spangle variety itself, and while none 
on its own may be foolproof, used in combination it has a very high degree of accuracy. 
 
The four key areas to assess are: 
 
· The back of the head.  Dense striations on the head of the bird is evident in Normals.  

Unfortunately many spangles have varying degrees of opalescence on the back of the 

head making an assessment of this area more challenging. 

· The mantle, or saddle.  Body colour in the mantle is a sign that the bird is Opaline.  Again, 

the intrusion of body colour into the ground colour areas of Spangles challenges us. 

· The wing markings.  Body colour can be evident in wings of Opaline birds, but             

unfortunately we are increasingly seeing body colour enter the wings of Normal Spangles 

as well. 

· The rump.  Normal and Opaline Spangles have different colouring in the rump that assists 

us to distinguish them apart. 

 
Remember, these are a tools that are most benefit when the 
bird is lacking sufficient varietal content to easily distinguish if 
it is Normal or Opaline.  When a bird is showing poor varietal 
content on the show bench it’s losing points for variety and/or 
markings, with the greater the deviation from the standard, the 
greater the penalty. 

The back of the head. 

 
The pictures above and 
right compare a Normal 
Spangle Cobalt to an   
Opaline Spangle Grey. 
 
 

 

Striations on the back of the 
head should be discernible 
in Normals.  Patches of body 
colour on the back of the 
head of Spangles can make 
it harder to see    markings, 
but nonetheless, they should 
still be  noticeable.   
It is opalescence, which is                                        
borrowed from Opalines, but 
it does not  an Opaline 
make!    
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The mantle, or saddle. 

The Standard requires that Normals have ground colour in their mantle (white for blue series, 
and yellow for green series), and body colour in the mantle for Opalines.   
Fairly straightforward. 
 

However, the increasing presence of body colour on the back of the head and through the 
wings of some Normal Spangles has created confusion. 
 

The pictures below provide an insight into the differences between the two varieties. 

 

You can clearly see the Spangle Cobalt has white ground colour between the wing butts, 
whereas the Spangle Grey has grey body colour in the mantle. 
 

The wing markings. 

Spangles are required to have black, clearly defined and symmetrical markings on appropriate 
ground colour.  For Cinnamonwings you can amend the colour to cinnamon. 
 

The key difference between Normal and Opaline Spangles is that the Standard allows a     
modification for Opalines.  Their markings can include body colour, and can be lighter in     
intensity.  However, there is still a requirement for markings in Opaline Spangles. 
 

Unfortunately, many Normal Spangles are now seeing the intrusion of body colour in the 
wings, which can lead some to assume they are Opalines, instead of seeing this as a fault in a 
Normal Spangle.  The pictures below attempt to show the difference. 
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The rump. 

Normal Spangles show a patch, or grizzling, of ground colour on the rump leading into the 
primary tail feathers.  The intensity of the ground colour will vary from bird to bird, but it is 
unique to Normal Spangles and not evident in the Opalines. 
 
So blue series Normal Spangles would have some white grizzling on their rump leading into 
the Primary Tail Feathers, and for green series birds it would be yellow. 

 
You should now have four key measures with which to determine if a Spangle is in fact a    
Normal or an Opaline.  Try it in your own aviary using all four assessments and it is a very  
reliable means of determining underlying variety. 
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                              2018 Eastern Interclub Show Winners 

2018 Eastern Interclub Show 
 

Best in Show 
(United) 

 
Bred by: Alan Rowe 

2018 Eastern Interclub Show 
 

Reserve  in Show 
(Eastern) 

 
Bred by: David Charlton 

2018 Eastern Interclub Show 
 

3rd Best in Show 
(Eastern) 

 
Bred by: Maxine Clark 

2018 Eastern Interclub Show 
 

4th Best in Show 
(Eastern) 

 
Bred by: David Charlton 
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CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?  

 

Please notify the Secretary, 

Mr. James Smith 
 

Phone (03) 5996 2463 
 

budgeman77@hotmail.com  
        

THIS IS ESSENTIAL TO  

ENSURE DELIVERY  

OF BUDGIE NEWS 

   and to comply with  

rule No. 5f  of  the Rules of the 

Budgerigar Council of Victoria Inc. 

 

        BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF VICTORIA INC. 
                            

LIFE MEMBERS 
 

Mr. A. Baxter. Mrs. M. Bridgeman. Mr. E. Carter.  Mrs. L. Church.  

Mr. B. Cunningham.  Mr. L. Downey.   Mr. C. Flanagan.  

Mr. H. Gulovsen.  Mr. I. Hunter.  Mr. G. Jones.   Mr. L. King.          

Mr. B. O’Connell. Mrs. A. Panter.   Mr. B. Panter. Mr. A. Rowe.       

Mr. B. Sheppard.  Mr. R. Skivington.   

ROLL OF HONOUR 

Mrs. A. Bassett (dec)  Mr. D. Bassett dec)  Mr. B. Bates (dec)         

Mr. K Bridgeman (dec)     Mr. A. Bugg (dec)   Mr. G. Campbell (dec) 

Mr. H. Eady (dec) Mr. G. Farrar (dec)      Mr. F. Gardner (dec)        

Mr. B. Grinlington (dec)   Mrs. S. Harrison (dec)  Mr. H. Heath (dec)   

Mr. R. Loats (dec)  Mr. G. Manallack (dec)  Mr. A. Marshall (dec)     

Mr. T. Munday (dec) Mr. E. Raven (dec)  Mrs. E. Russell (dec)       

Mr. H. Setford (dec)   Mr. L. Sitlington (dec)  Mr. E. Stafford (dec)       

Mr. B. Tucker (dec)    Mr. L. Vines (dec)    

Mr. J. Watts (dec)   Mrs. Z. Watts (dec)   

Mr. T. Wilson (dec)   Mr. M. Whittaker (dec)      

2018 Melton Diploma Show 
 

Best UBC -  Open Section 
 

Bred by: Bill Schembri 

2018 Melton Diploma Show 
 

Intermediate Section  - Best Young Birtd 
 

Bred by: M. Huth 
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Aspiring (A) /Probationary (P) Judges Panel 

 

Dr. Matthew Gosbell BVSV, 
MACVSc (Avian Health) 
Springvale Animal Hospital 
570 Sprinvale Road 
Springvale South, 3172 
Phone (03) 9546 5022 

 

Dr. Stacey Gelis  
BVSc. MRCVs 
Melbourne  Bird Veterinary 
Clinic 
1 George Street  
Scoresby, 3179 
Phone (03) 9764 9000 

 

Dr. Roger Carmondy 
Moama Veterinary Clinic 
1 Meninyah Street 
Moama, New South Wales, 
2731 Phone (03) 5480 6071 

 
Dr. Pat McWhirter, BVSc. 
FACVSc (Avian Health) 
128 Highbury Road   
Burwood, 3125 
Phone (03) 9808 9011 

 
Dr. Cameron Wood, BVSc. 
MACVSc 
169 Dawson Street    
Brunswick West, 3055  
Phone (03) 9387 6166 

 
Dr Phil Sacks. BSc 
BVSc MACVs 
128 Highbury Road, 
Burwood 3125 
Phone (03) 9808.9011 
www.birdclinic.net 

  

J. Bader     
(ANBC) 
9336 1601 
jamesb@harrishmc.com.au 

I. Hunter 
9746 9937 

J. Orlandi    
0438 352 886 
emjeff@mcmedia.com.au 

J. Rowe  
(03) 5622 0990 
johnr@dcsi.net.au 

R. Turnbull  
(ANBC)  
0417 549 621 
rjturnbull4@bigpond.com 

A. Baxter   
(ANBC) 
9438 3589 
a.baxter.jaysar@hotmail.com 

G. Jones  
5221 3097 
architects@gip.com.au 

  

K. Pullen 
(03) 5865 5487 
kj.aepullen@gmail.com 

A. Ryder  
9728 6106 
alanryder@bigpond.com 

M. Turner 
9747 8481 
turner7@bigpond.com 

H. Chasemore 
(03) 5821 6226 
hmdlchase-
more@bigpond.com 

 
 

J. Kruisselbrink  
0417 051 268 
J.kruiss@me.com 

M. Paoli  
(03) 5628 4199 
budgieboypaoli@gmail.com 

B. Sheppard 
9762 5129 
admin@eastdist.com 

B. Wilson 
9702 8070 
b_wilson@bigpond.net.au 

C. Flanagan  
0418 391 981  
neerimview@bigpond.com 

B. Martin   
(02) 6043 2773 

M. Randall   
(03) 5883 9258 
murrabahangus@live.com.au 

J. Skoric    
(ANBC) 
jskoric@activedisplay.com.au 

 

S. Grech  
8746 2902 
steve@builtinrobes.com 

C. Mifsud   
0422 026 635 
charlesmmifsud@bigpond.com 

A. Rowe   
(ANBC) 
9436 1433 
sa.rowie@bigpond.com 

R. Stephens   
(03) 5258 3398 
spotonrex01@bigpond.com 

 

P. Hoadley 
8786 5358 
hoaden@bigpond.com 

S. Mow   
(ANBC)  
(03) 5439 3080 
Imow@bigpond.net.au 

G. Rowe  
(03) 5156 9417 
browe001@bigpond.com 

P. Thurn  
(ANBC) 
(03) 5367 4815 
pthurn@genaust.com.au      

 

D. Herbert (A) 
0448 345 505  
davidh@basketballgeelong.com.au  

G. Mannix  (P) 
0418 791 291  
gmannix@powercor.com.au 

R.  Randall  (P) 
(03) 5883 9258 
randall6@hotmail.com 

D. Ray (A) 
0407 682 786  
derrinray@yahoo.com.au  

J. Smith (P) 
(03) 5996 2463 
budgeman77@hotmail.com         

       

     

http://www.birdclinic.net
mailto:jamesb@harrishmc.com.au
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   141 Woodlands Drive 
   BRAESIDE Vic. 3195 


